
M Moser Associates 

When it comes to enabling staff to be the best and most productive at work, M Moser Associates 
always find the right solution. An efficient filtered water system is one of them!

Overview
Founded in 1981, M Moser Associates currently operate from 15 global locations 
including London, Hong Kong, New York, San Francisco, Shanghai and Singapore.  

M Moser Associates work with clients in over 50 countries and have already 
completed over 100 million square feet of workplaces. Their focus is to meet the 
mounting challenges of their truly global clients in a rapidly accelerating world by 
focusing on people’s work and cultural needs, enabling them to be their best and 
most productive at work. The company also provides advisory services, such as pre-
design, design development, implementation, and post completion.
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Challenge – a stylish boiling and chilled filtered water system

Recently, M Moser Associates moved into a newly refurbished 
office space in St Magus House, benefitting from unrivalled river 
views. 

During the office move, one of their requirements was to provide 
their staff with instant boiling and chilled water that complements 
their kitchen design. 

Solution

As M Moser Associates have been working with Billi on many 
projects for many years, they decided to have the Billi Taps in 
their own office. 

They chose one of our popular plus systems, combining boiling 
and chilled filtered water through the XL lever dispenser in Matt 
Black and hot and cold water from a Gooseneck Sink Mixer Tap 
in matching finish.
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We have been working with 
Billi for quite a while, so we 
know the product is very good, 
it looks fantastic and it provides 
the most efficient hydration 
solution for a workplace. With 
a choice of different colours, 
we were quite excited about 
the idea of matching the finish 
with our kitchen interior design. 

We  are pleased with the 
customer service provided 
by the Billi Team and look 
forward to the future projects.

Daria Szwarc 
Office Manager
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